
Jennifer Lommers
Collaboration & Workshop
Opportunities (Last Updated: April 15, 2024)

For More Information: JenniferLommers.com/Community

Collecting Vintage Materials
Jennifer is currently collecting a variety of vintage materials to include in future installation 
projects, initially to be used as hexagons in a mixed media quilt. Preferred materials include: 
vintage fabric, preferably with embroidered, knit, crocheted, or other similar details; vintage 
threads (embroidery or sewing); vintage photographs (digital or physical), letters, and 
postcards. If interested in contributing, please email: Jennifer@JenniferLommers.com with 
a short description of materials, and an “intake form” with submission instructions will 
be provided to record information about the donation and any item history that should be 
cataloged. Any donations used in the art will include donor recognition (if the information is 
included during intake) when the art is shown in a public setting. 

Collecting Hexagons
Jennifer is currently collecting hexagons made with any mixed media materials, as chosen by 
the donor/artist - preferably representing a fiber arts craft or skill acquired through a personal 
connection, or representing a personal story. At the time of collection, an “intake form” will 
be provided to record information about the hexagon and donor. When creating, please refrain 
from using copyrighted patterns (e.g. knit or crochet by other designers). Jennifer’s provides free 
patterns at JenniferLommers.com/Community. Email: Jennifer@JenniferLommers.com with 
any questions or for donation instructions. Donations may be used in current or future mixed-
media quilt projects. Showings of the finished piece will include donor recognition (if included 
at time of donation) when in a public setting. Hexagons must be sized to 3 inches at their 
widest as presented here.

Mixed Media Collage Workshop
Jennifer is currently offering a Summer workshop 
using vintage materials in small collages with a 
focus on stitched mark-making. No experience 
required. Location: Corl House - Corvallis, OR
Sign-up online: 

JenniferLommers.com/Workshops

or plan a private party!

Contact Jennifer@JenniferLommers.com for 
scheduling.
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